Background: Preclinical and clinical studies have shown for decades that tumor cells demonstrate significantly enhanced sensitivity to "fever range" hyperthermia (increasing the intratumoral temperature to 42-45°C) than normal cells, although it is unknown why cancer cells exhibit this distinctive susceptibility. Methods: To address this issue, mammary epithelial cells and three malignant breast cancer lines were subjected to hyperthermic shock and microarray, bioinformatics, and network analysis of the global transcription changes was subsequently performed. Results: Bioinformatics analysis differentiated the gene expression patterns that distinguish the heat shock response of normal cells from malignant breast cancer cells, revealing that the gene expression profiles of mammary epithelial cells are completely distinct from malignant breast cancer lines following this treatment. Using gene network analysis, we identified altered expression of transcripts involved in mitotic regulators, histones, and non-protein coding RNAs as the significant processes that differed between the hyperthermic response of mammary epithelial cells and breast cancer cells. We confirmed our data via qPCR and flow cytometric analysis to demonstrate that hyperthermia specifically disrupts the expression of key mitotic regulators and G2/M phase progression in the breast cancer cells. Conclusion: These data have identified molecular mechanisms by which breast cancer lines may exhibit enhanced susceptibility to hyperthermic shock.
Background
Although the effectiveness of standard therapies such as surgery, chemotherapy, and irradiation has steadily improved over the years, cancer remains one of the most challenging problems of modern medicine. Among the major issues that complicate cancer treatment is the fact that cancerous cells are very difficult to therapeutically target with any specificity as they are in many respects similar to normal cells and have an astonishing ability of "hiding" their peculiarities. It has been known for over three decades that tumor cells demonstrate significantly more sensitivity to mild hyperthermia in "fever-range" temperatures (41-45°C) than normal cells [1, 2] . Mild hyperthermia has been shown in a wealth of preclinical oncology studies to act as a dose modifying agent that increases the therapeutic ratio of conventional therapy, thus enhancing the effectiveness of a given dose without additional toxicity [3] . Furthermore, numerous clinical trials have combined hyperthermia with radiation therapy and/ or chemotherapy for many types of carcinomas (including breast cancers) and sarcomas, and most studies have shown a significant reduction in tumor volume when hyperthermia is combined with standard treatments [4] [5] [6] [7] . Various hyperthermia techniques have been developed to treat breast cancer, including focused ultrasound [8] , focused microwaves [9, 10] , and radiofrequency electric fields [11] . Despite these techniques, various factors including tumor size and depth greatly affect the homogenous distribution of heat specific to and throughout the entire tumor mass. With the recent and rapid progression of nanobiotechnology applications in medicine, the development of magnetic nanoparticles which can induce tumor hyperthermia through hysteresis loss in an alternating magnetic field has renewed great interest in reexamining this adjuvant therapy in tumor treatments [12] . Further development of this technology may have the potential to overcome the previous limitations associated with older modalities of inducing hyperthermia and lead to reduced morbidity and mortality for patients.
Hyperthermia over a short period (generally 30 minutes to 1 hour) has been shown to induce irreversible cell damage and subsequent death in tumor cells, yet normal cells are remarkably spared [1, 2] . These effects are often very rapid, with tumor apoptosis and necrosis occurring within a short time (3-6 hrs) post heating [13] . Several mechanisms have been proposed as to how hyperthermia kills tumor cells including disruption of plasma membrane protein and cytoskeletal distribution, altering mitochondrial membrane potential and cellular redox status, disrupting cell cycle progression, inducing tumor hypoxia, and affecting DNA damage repair mechanisms in the nucleus [14] [15] [16] , yet despite several decades of research the definitive identification of mechanisms leading to the favorable clinical results of hyperthermia have not been established. It has been further hypothesized that the strong anti-tumor effect of hyperthermia may be due to the low blood flow rate (and thus reduced dispersant cooling following heating) found in the center of tumors due to a disorganized and often dysfunctional vascular system. Additionally, several reports indicate that hyperthermia induces a strong immunological response via activation of immune cells and sensitization of tumor cells to immune effector cells [17] [18] [19] . Several studies have elucidated the heat shock induced changes in global gene expression of tumor cell lines such as squamous cell carcinoma, lymphoma, and glioma and have commonly identified gene networks involved in apoptosis, cell cycle, and cell structure/ maintanence [20] [21] [22] . However, none of these studies compared the gene expression profiles to that of hyperthermia treated normal cells, thus it remains unknown how the hyperthermic response of cancer cells differs from that of normal cells. Identification of the unique hyperthermiainduced gene expression changes between normal and cancer cells may not only shed light on the selective disadvantage of solid tumors in response to mild increases in temperature, but could also identify signaling targets and biological processes which potentially could be exploited to sensitize tumors to chemotherapy and radiation.
To address this issue, we analyzed the hyperthermiainduced global gene expression profiles of a panel of breast cancer and mammary epithelial cell lines and used bioinformatics analysis to identify the unique gene networks distinct between the normal and cancer lines following this treatment. Furthermore, we confirmed our identified gene expression changes using qPCR and utilized flow cytometry to verify that these transcriptional alterations indeed reflect breast cancer specific responses to hyperthermia.
Methods
Cell culture and hyperthermia treatment MCF10A (ATCC #CRL10318) mammary epithelial cells and MCF7 luminal breast cancer cells (ATCC #HTB-22), MDA-MB-231 Basal B breast cancer cells (ATCC # HTB- 26) , and MDA-MB-468 Basal A breast cancer cells (ATCC #HTB-132) were purchased from ATCC and grown in standard culture conditions as previously reported [23] [24] [25] . For heat shock, cells were split into two groups: 37°C control (C and C' for mammary epithelial and breast cancer cells, respectively) and 45°C hyperthermic treatment (H and H' for mammary epithelial and breast cancer cells, respectively). The 37°C control was grown under standard culture conditions. For the hyperthermia treatment, 45°C prewarmed conditioned media was immediately added to each treatment group and continuously maintained at this temperature for 30 minutes. After this time, the 45°C media was completely removed and replaced with 37°C conditioned media. The cells were then grown under standard culture conditions and harvested at the time point indicated for each experiment.
Microarray analysis
Total RNA was collected from each cell line (triplicate biological replicates) 4 hours after completion of the hyperthermia treatment. RNA was amplified and biotinlabeled using Illumina TotalPrep RNA Amplification Kit (Ambion). 750 ng of biotinylated aRNA was then briefly heat-denatured and loaded onto expression arrays to hybridize overnight (triplicate technical replicates). Following hybridization, arrays were labeled with Cy3-streptavidin and imaged on the Illumina ISCAN. Intensity values were transferred to GeneSpring GX microarray analysis software (Agilent) and data was filtered based on quality of each call. Statistical relevance was determined using ANOVA with a Benjamini Hochberg FDR multiple testing correction (p-value < 0.05). Data were then limited by fold change analysis to statistically relevant data points demonstrating a 2-fold or more change in expression. The microarray data from this experiment is publically available on the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO Accession #GSE48398). All heatmaps shown represent the combined average of all biological and technical replicates.
Bioinformatics analysis of microarray data
Pathway analysis to identify gene networks and biological processes affected by the gene expression changes was performed using Metacore software (Thomson Reuters). Protein-protein interaction networks were determined using String 9.05 (http://string-db.org).
Quantitative real time PCR analysis
RNA was isolated from cells 4 hours after the hyperthermia treatment using the Ambion Purelink Minikit according to the manufacturer's directions. The RNA collected was from an independent biological experiment separate from the RNA collected for the microarray to minimize the discovery of false positives. qRT-PCR was performed on an ABI7900HT RT-PCR system using TaqMan Assays with predesigned primer sets for the genes of interest (Invitrogen). All RT-PCR experiments were performed in at least triplicate.
Flow cytometry
Cells were harvested 24 hours post treatment via trypsinization and stained with propidium iodide as previous reported [26] . Cell cycle profiles were independently obtained using either a BD LSRII flow cytometer or an Accuri C6 
Results

Determination of the global transcriptional response of mammary epithelial and breast cancer cells to fever range hyperthermia
It remains to be determined how mild hyperthermia preferentially selects against breast cancer cells, yet largely spares normal tissue from collateral damage. To address this question, we first sought to elucidate how hyperthermia induces alterations in gene expression patterns in mammary epithelial and breast cancer cells. Mammary epithelial cells (MCF10A) and three malignant breast cancer lines from each of the known subtypes (MCF7
were subjected to 30 minutes of fever range hyperthermic shock (or maintained at 37°C as a control) as described in the Materials and Methods section. To streamline identification of these treatment groups, cells grown at 37°C will be referred to as C and C' (for mammary epithelial and breast cancer cells, respectively), while cells grown at 45°C will be referred to as H and H' (for mammary epithelial and breast cancer cells, respectively). Total RNA was isolated 4 hours following hyperthermic treatment. We then performed microarray analysis of the global transcription changes using Illumina high density BeadArrays which measure the expression levels of more than 47,000 transcripts and known splice variants across the human transcriptome. Data was filtered based on quality of each call and statistical relevance was determined using ANOVA with a Benjamini Hochberg FDR multiple testing correction (p-value < 0.05). Data were then limited by fold change analysis to statistically relevant data points demonstrating a 2-fold or more change in expression. When comparing the expression changes based on the C vs H and C' vs H' analysis, we discovered that hyperthermia induced very dramatic changes in gene expression in all cell lines tested as reflected by 7252 two-fold or greater statistically significant gene expression changes (p < 0.05) occurring in at least one of the four cell lines ( Figure 1A) . Specifically, hyperthermia significantly altered the expression of 2670 genes in the MCF10A line (1810 genes upregulated and 860 genes downregulated), 442 genes in MCF7 (72 genes upregulated and 370 genes downregulated), 615 genes in MDA231 (244 genes upregulated and 371 downregulated), and 4458 genes in MDA468 (1744 genes upregulated and 2714 genes downregulated). A list of the top and bottom most regulated genes for each cell line can be found in Table 1 . The complete gene expression dataset has been freely and publically deposited in Gene Expression Omnibus for ease of access and meta-analysis (GEO Accession #48398). These data suggest that mild hyperthermia induces large-scale alterations in gene expression profiles across normal and breast cancer cell lines. Hierarchical clustering of the gene expression changes based on each cell line indicates that the breast cancer lines responded to hyperthermia more similarly to each other than to the mammary epithelial line ( Figure 1A) . Using a Venn diagram that strictly eliminated any genes with less than a 2-fold expression change (p < 0.05), we compared the gene expression profiles that were shared and unique between each cell line in response to hyperthermia, revealing that while many gene expression changes were common between one or more of the breast cancer lines, not a single 2-fold or greater gene expression change was shared between the mammary epithelial line and all three breast cancer lines ( Figure 1B) . This data strongly suggested that the hyperthermic response of breast cancer cells is truly distinct from that of mammary epithelial cells. As an independent assessment, we generated profile plots depicting the changes in normalized intensity values between the four cell lines, revealing that many of the statistically significant gene expression alterations we identified were largely shared between the three breast cancer lines and distinctly unique from that of the MCF10A line ( Figure 1C ). Using Metacore network analysis of the microarray data, we identified key signaling pathways that were unique to the mammary epithelial line and the three breast cancer lines. The hyperthermic response of MFC10A was strongly indicative of statistically significant gene expression alterations in a large number of genes involved in cell cycle regulation, apoptosis, heat shock response, and DNA damage response, (Figure 2A -D, Table 2 ) and changes in the expression of genes involved in these biological pathways were not observed in the three breast cancer lines. Network analysis indicated that signaling pathways with the highest statistical significance amongst the three breast cancer lines responding to hyperthermia (but not in the MCF10A line) included genes involved in Ras and Rab5A G-protein regulation (GAPVD1, RASA1, RABEP1, CALM1, GMFB, PTPN11) ( Figure 2E , Table 2 ) and survival/apoptosis (MAP2K4, BIRC2) ( Figure 2B , Table 2 ).
Identification of hyperthermia induced genes that differentiate the heat shock response of mammary epithelial cells from that of breast cancer cells
Our previous analysis compared the hyperthermic response of each individual cell line to its transcriptional expression Figure 4 Interaction network analysis of the differential response of the breast cancer cells to fever range hyperthermia reveals a strong node centered on mitotic cell cycle progression. The list of 393 genes identified as differentially expressed in the breast cancer lines following fever range hyperthermia in the H' vs H comparison were queried using String 9.05. Lines illustrate known physical and functional associations derived from previously reported genomic context, high-throughput experiments, coexpression analysis, and Pubmed.
baseline at the normal growth temperature (C vs H and C' vs H'). Though this analysis provides us with information on how each individual cell line responds to hyperthermia relative to its normal growth temperature, it does not provide absolute comparisons of the transcriptome response of breast cancer cells relative to mammary epithelial cells following the elevated temperature. To better understand what provides breast cancer cells the selective disadvantage over mammary epithelial cells in response to hyperthermia we must identify those genes that are differentially expressed in breast cancer cell lines following hyperthermia from those of the mammary epithelial cell line following hyperthermia.
To perform this analysis, we directly compared the gene expression changes that occurred for H' vs H and identified genes whose expression was truly distinct between the breast cancer and mammary epithelial cell lines following hyperthermia.
When comparing H' (MCF7) vs H we identified 2708 genes whose expression was distinct at statistically significant levels (≥2 fold, p < 0.05). H' vs H comparisons of the MDA231 and MDA468 lines yielded 919 and 750 significant gene expression changes, respectively. Heatmap analysis indicated a strong trend in the gene expression profiles between each of the three breast cancer lines following hyperthermia ( Figure 3A) . Using a Venn diagram that strictly eliminated any genes with less than a 2-fold expression change (p < 0.05), we compared the gene expression alterations that were uniquely shared between all three cancer lines (H') relative to the mammary epithelial line (H) ( Figure 3B ). This interpretation uncovered 393 genes whose 2-fold or greater changes in gene expression were differentially expressed in common amongst the three breast cancer lines following mild hyperthermic shock when compared to MCF10A cells following the same treatment (Table 3 ). These are the core genes that differentiate the hyperthermic response of breast cancer cells from that of mammary epithelial cells. In these data potentially lay the mechanism that may help define how mild hyperthermia preferentially selects against tumor cells.
We performed computational analysis on the 393 genes using String software to identify interaction networks that might help reveal functional nodes indicative of the biological response of these cells to fever range hyperthermia. Our analysis uncovered a remarkably dense interaction node centered on genes involved in mitotic progression (Figure 4 ). We performed Metacore analysis on the list of 393 genes, confirming that mitotic cell cycle regulatory networks exclusively dominated the top statistically significant pathway maps ( Table 4 lists the top 20 identified networks). Figure 5 illustrates Metacore's analysis of the interrelationships of the identified mitotic regulatory genes including STAG2, NEK2, KPNA4, IPO5, TNPO1, CCNB1, CDK1, CDK6, NCAPG, NCAPG2, TOP2A, NUF2, CENPE, CENPF, ZWILCH, PDS5A, WEE1, KIF11, CHUK, and PPP1CB. Of the 393 genes that were differentially expressed between the breast cancer and mammary epithelial cells following H' to H analysis, approximately 80% of the top 60 most upregulated genes were histone clusters and non-protein coding RNAs such as small nucleolar-, ribosomal-, and micro-RNAs. These data cumulatively suggest that the selective disadvantage that breast cancer lines experience following mild hyperthermic shock may be due to an inability to correctly regulate their core biological processes and mitotic cell cycle machinery. The differential expression of genes involved in these processes for the H' vs H analysis is shown in Figure 6 .
Altered expression of mitotic arrest genes differentiates the hyperthermic response of breast cancer cells from that of mammary epithelial cells
Our microarray analysis strongly suggests that the inability of breast cancer cells to regulate their mitotic cell cycle machinery may be a major contributing factor to their selective disadvantage following hyperthermia. Therefore we independently tested the expression levels of a panel of mitotic regulators that were identified as differentially expressed in the H' vs H analysis. Quantitative real time PCR analysis of cDNA collected from the H' vs H Cell division 3.02e -35 Cell cycle 5.37e -23 Mitotic sister chromatid segregation 1.31e -22 Mitotic spindle organization 4.87e -20 Protein localization to kinetochore 1.54e -19 Chromosome segregation 4.85e -16 Establishment of mitotic spindle orientation 7.53e -16 Mitotic cell cycle 9.66e -16 Homologous chromosome segregation 3.30e -13 Mitotic cell cycle checkpoint 5.99e -12 Anaphase promoting complex-dependent degradation 2.27e -10 treatments for the steady state mRNA levels of several genes with core processes related to mitosis including KIF11, CDK6, STAG2, NEK2, CHUK, KPNA4, CENPF, and NCAPG correlated well with our microarray data, revealing differential expression of these genes for each cell line in the hyperthermia treatment relative to the normal temperature ( Figure 7A) . A comparison of the qPCR and microarray data for each of these selected genes for the H' to H comparisons is depicted in Table 5 .
To confirm the hyperthermia-induced mitotic defect in the breast cancer lines, we subjected all four cell lines to 30 minutes of fever range hyperthermia (H and H') or normal control temperature (C and C') and collected the cells after 24 hours for cell cycle analysis using flow cytometry. The cells were collected 24 hrs after treatment as this is sufficient time to see the phenotypic effects on the cell cycle that would be induced by altered RNA expression. Propidium iodide staining of cells from each condition clearly revealed that a G2/M phase accumulation as a common event across all three breast cancer lines following hyperthermia even after 24 hours following the treatment, but did not occur in the mammary epithelial lines ( Figure 7B ). Collectively, these data provide evidence to suggest that the selective disadvantage of breast cancer cells in response to hyperthermia could be due, in part, to altered regulation of mitotic machinery following heat shock.
Discussion
While hyperthermic treatment of tumors has been utilized since the time of the ancient Greeks and modern medicine has implemented hyperthermia as an adjuvant treatment in various settings, use of this technique has been marred with limitations including the inability to target heat to the tumor without collateral damage to the neighboring cells, homogenous heat dispersion throughout the entire tumor, and intrinsic problems with targeting undetectable micrometastases. In recent years, advances in nanoparticle-enabled thermal therapy hold the promise to overcome many of these issues, thus a strong interest in treatment of tumors with hyperthermia has been renewed. While it has been established for decades that normal tissues exhibit enhanced thermotolerance relative to cancer cells [1, 2] , the mechanisms controlling this are largely unknown. Studies on the heat shock response of cancer cells have revealed changes in apoptosis, cell cycle regulation, and cell structure/maintenance [3] , yet very little has been reported critically comparing the heat shock responses of Figure 5 Interrelationship between the mitotic regulators that differentiate the hyperthermic response of breast cancer cells from mammary epithelial cells. Metacore analysis of the 393 genes that differentiate the hyperthermic response of breast cancer from mammary epithelial cells in the H' vs H comparison identified mitotic cell cycle progression (and 20 associated mitotic regulatory genes) as the primary differential gene networks. We used Metacore to identify the interrelationship of the known physical and functional associations between these 20 genes (red markers).
cancer cells to their non-diseased cellular counterparts. Thus it is currently unknown at the molecular level how thermotolerance is maintained in normal cells, but lost or deregulated in cancer cells. To address this, we utilized a genomics approach to address two areas: 1) identify the global transcriptional response to hyperthermia of a panel of breast cancer and mammary epithelial cells using a C vs H and C' vs H' analysis and 2) compare the hyperthermiainduced changes in global gene expression patterns of the breast cancer cell lines to the mammary epithelial cells using a H' vs H analysis. As a result of these studies, we identified several gene networks that reflect the hyperthermic response of breast cancer and mammary epithelial cells (including cell cycle, heat shock, survival/apoptosis, DNA damage and Rab/Ran regulation) and that clearly differentiate the response of breast cancer cells from that of mammary epithelial cells (including mitotic regulation and expression of histone and non-protein coding RNAs).
Evaluation of the hyperthermic response of breast cancer and mammary epithelial cells C vs H and C' vs H' comparative analysis of the gene expression profiles of each cell line revealed that the mammary epithelial cells responded to increased temperature distinctly from the breast cancer lines, with altered regulation of gene networks controlling DNA damage response, cell cycle progression, apoptosis, and heat shock characterizing the mammary epithelial cell response. In contrast, the three breast cancer lines commonly altered gene networks encoding Rab and Ran G-protein regulators in response to hyperthermia.
Arguably the most studied response of cells to hyperthermia is that of heat shock protein activation and expression and one might guess that heatshock-protein mediated responses are likely responsible for the selective disadvantage of solid tumors to fever range hyperthermia. Numerous cell stresses have been shown to induce heat shock proteins, which act as molecular chaperones inside cells to modulate thermotolerance and protect cells from stress-induced death [27] [28] [29] . MCF10A cells exhibited significantly increased expression of HSP90AA1, CARHSP1, HSPA12A and decreased expression of HSPB1, HSPBL2, HSPA6, and HSPA7 (C vs H), while the three breast cancer lines showed no significant 2-fold or greater alterations in the expression of these genes (C' vs H'). Despite this finding, we provide evidence that suggests the ability of mammary epithelial cells to properly modulate their heat shock response does not contribute to the selective disadvantage of breast cancer cells to hyperthermia. For instance, comparison of heat shock protein expression in the H' vs H analysis revealed no significant difference in the relative abundance of these heat shock protein genes regardless of the cell type. As elevated expression of heat shock proteins has been observed in various types of cancers [30] [31] [32] , hyperthermic shock may simply bring the heat shock protein expression in MCF10A cells to the baseline levels in the breast cancer lines.
Hyperthermia has long been known as an effective radio-and chemo-sensitizing agent and it would be an attractive hypothesis that hyperthermia may impart a selective disadvantage to breast cancer cells via upregulation of DNA damage or reduction in its repair. Indeed, hyperthermia has been shown to induce chromosomal damage during S-phase [33] and inhibit homologous recombination repair via a heat shock protein/Brca1/2 pathway [34] [35] [36] . Furthermore, hyperthermia induces signaling pathways that overlap with those activated by ionizing radiation-induced DNA damage including histone H2Ax phosphorylation and enhanced ataxia-telangiectasia mutated protein (ATM) activity [37] . Analysis of C vs H   RN7SK  RN5S9  SNORD3D  SNORD3A  RNU1 -5  RNU1 -3  RNU1G2  SNORD3C  LOC100008589  RNU1A3  MIR1974  CDK6  TOP2A  NCAPG  CENPF  WEE1  TNPO1  CDK1  CENPE  NEK2  CCNB1  NCAPG2  KIF11  STAG2  IPO5  CDCA1  PDS5A  ZWILCH  PPP1CB  KPNA4  CHUK  SNORA63  SNORD13  HIST2H4A  RNY4  SNORA57  SNORA7B  RNY1  HIST2H3D  HIST1H2AM  LOC100132673  SNORA12  HIST2H4B  HIST1H2AC  VTRNA1 -1  TRK1  SNORD46  RNU4ATAC  HIST1H4H  RNU11  RPPH1  PRL12P6  RPL10L  HIST1H4K  HIST2H2AA3  HIST2H2AA4  RNU4 -2  RNU6 -1  RNU6 -15  RNY5  RNU4 -1  RNU6ATAC  LOC100134364  RMRP  RNA18S5   MCF7 MDA231 MDA468 Figure 6 Gene expression changes in histones, non-protein coding RNAs, and mitotic regulators differentiate the hyperthermic response of breast cancer cells from mammary epithelial cells.
Heatmap depicting the two-fold or greater changes in RNA expression levels (p < 0.05) for histone, non-protein coding RNA, and mitotic regulatory genes in the H' vs H comparison (red = overexpressed, green = underexpressed). and C' vs H' revealed a number of genes involved in DNA damage response whose expression was altered in the MCF10A cells, and similar changes were not observed in the three breast cancer lines. Despite this, no statistically significant changes in gene expression for these genes were observed in our H' vs H comparison, suggesting that (similar to the heat shock proteins) this pathway may not clearly distinguish the selective disadvantage of breast cancer cells to hyperthermia.
Gene networks that distinguish the hyperthermic response of breast cancer cells from mammary epithelial cells transcriptional expression at normal growth temperature, we extended our analysis by directly comparing the transcriptional response of the H' vs H treatments to identify the unique gene networks that clearly differentiate the gene expression changes unique to the breast cancer cells following heat treatment. This comparative analysis identified cell cycle networks preferentially involved in mitotic progression as well as large scale changes in the expression of histones and non-protein coding RNAs as the major distinctions between the hyperthermic responses between the breast cancer lines and the MCF10A cells. 80% of the top 60 genes commonly expressed at higher levels in the three breast cancer lines following heat shock relative to the mammary epithelial line following heat shock were histones and non-coding RNA. This effect was due primarily to decreased expression of these genes in the MCF10A cells with no change or only a small upregulation in expression in the breast cancer lines, suggesting that mammary epithelial cells are repressing many of their core processes (chromatin condensation, transcription, translation, etc.) following hyperthermic shock, while the breast cancer cells may continue performing these processes as normal. Similar findings have been reported following other cellular stresses whereby oxidative damage significantly decreases the expression of histones and ribosomal proteins [38] . In addition to histone gene expression, heat shock induces an array of chromatin post-translational modifications. For instance, HSP70 has been shown to enhance the phosphorylation of histone H3 following heat shock [39] , and histone variant H3.3 has been shown to stimulate heat shock induced HSP70 transcription [40] , suggesting that heat shock response and histone activity are tightly regulated. Our data revealed that a number of small nucleolar RNAs, which play key roles in ribosomal biosynthesis, were differentially regulated between the mammary epithelial and breast cancer cells following hyperthermia. Several small nucleolar RNAs are reportedly critical mediators of oxidative stress and their overexpression has been associated with reduced resistance to oxidative stress [41, 42] . Small nucleolar RNAs have been shown to bind to the mature RNA of heat shock cognate protein (HSC70) [43] and inhibition of Hsp90 prevents the accumulation of U3 and U4 small nuclear ribonucleoproteins via a process that involves Pih1/Nop17 and R2Tp complexes [44] [45] [46] .
Changes in cell cycle progression (particularly mitotic catastrophe) have been repeatedly shown to characterize the hyperthermic response of numerous cell types [47] [48] [49] , though it is largely unstudied as to how cell cycle changes differ between normal and tumor cell lines following this treatment. Major distinctions in cell cycle networks involved in mitotic progression clearly distinguished the H' vs H analysis of our data. The genes that were differentially expressed at statistically significant levels included those involved in spindle assembly and chromosome separation, chromosome condensation in prometaphase, metaphase checkpoint, sister chromatid cohesion, and initiation of mitosis. Our confirmatory experiments using flow cytometry further revealed that hyperthermia treated breast cancer cells stalled in the G2/M phase of the cell cycle within 24 hours posttreatment, while the cell cycle profiles of heat-shocked mammary epithelial cells were similar to those grown at normal temperatures. Interestingly, it has been shown that cells vary in their susceptibility to heat in accordance to their phase in the cell cycle, with the highest heat sensitivity observed during mitosis due to damage to the mitotic apparatus, leading to inefficient mitosis and polyploidy. M-and S-phase arrested cells show increased susceptibility to heat-induced damage, while G1-phase cells are relatively heat resistance [50] [51] [52] [53] .
This study has been the first to shed light on the comparisons of transcriptome-level fever range hyperthermic responses of mammary epithelial cells to breast cancer cells. While this data points to a number of areas that potentially contribute to the selective advantage of normal breast epithelium over its malignant counterparts following hyperthermia, our studies were simplistic in that they utilized a cell culture monolayer system solely consisting of cells derived from normal or tumor breast tissue. We have gained solid insight into the responses of these particular cell types to fever range hyperthermia, however a tumor is a very complex entity. For instance, solid tumors are not only composed of the tumor cells, but also consist of endothelial, fibroblast, and immune cells which will each respond to hyperthermia in their own fashion and potentially affect the response of the tumor as a whole. Moreover, heterogenous heat distribution and dissipation due to a faulty tumor vascular system may induce uneven heating in the tumor itself, thus affecting some areas distinctly and differentially altering the tumor's response to hyperthermia. Future studies should be undertaken to address these issues.
Conclusion
Collectively, our data suggest that fever range hyperthermia affects breast cancer cells distinctly from mammary epithelial cells. These differences are largely attributed to alterations in the expression of genes involved in mitotic cell cycle progression, histones, and non-coding RNAs.
Considering the hyperthermia induced G2/M cell cycle defects observed in the breast cancer cells but not the mammary epithelial cells, these data pose the question as to whether hyperthermia may function in a synergistic manner when combined with drugs that specifically target mitosis such as taxols and vinca alkaloid derivatives. 
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